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POSITION NAME EMAIL CONTACT 

HM Colin Sorias colinsorias@yahoo.com 305-1053 

Asst HM Allan Girod Hash Cash Lorin Paton 622-5806 
 

Hareline Salma Khan salmakhan_10@hotmail.com 753-8843 

On-Sec Marita Guevara mcguevar@tstt.co.tt 685-3600 

Members 
Betty Agostini, Diane Henderson, Marguerite Aanensen, Joanne Esdale,  
Eric DeSilva, Jordan Scheer 

 

Run: 

855 
Date:  

18 Jan 2014 
Site:  

Las Cuevas 
Hares:  

Lisa, Doon, Kailey, Latasha, Alisa, Peter, Sabah 
Scribe:  

Committee Member 

Started the afternoon by bumming a ride to Las Cuevas and upon arriving noted that cars were 
already parking well up the hill from the compound. Having a ‘special’ individual in the car I 
approached the guard who advised that there was a spot for handicapped and she let us in. This 
caused some ‘discussion’ with the HM who was left hanging like the rest of the plebs (which he is 
NOT) 

This was my first hash for 2014 and other than the 2 runs at the end of the year I had missed 
most for 2013. I was surrounded by a sea of faces that I did not recognize with the exception of 
the ‘regular oldies’ like Bets, Doc, Arthur, Blunders and the like. Minding my own business I was 
approached by the On Sec to write the trash. This is the most dreaded of all duties (for me) and 
I tried to wangle out of it saying that I do not know most of the runners present so would have 
difficulty writing a trash. However, knowing the difficulty in acquiring a scribe I agreed. So here 
goes……. 

We started off exiting the compound with the runners going to the left and the small group of 
walkers to the right. The runners went uphill and around only to find themselves on the beach 
just below where we started. The pack was fairly well spread at this point but with a good check 
we were soon all back together and scrambling uphill to the road. This lead us to the hill of hills 
(short but steep) just off to the left off the road.  I never thought that there would be such 
eagerness to climb a hill.  There was pushing and shoving but the trail head was small and soon 
the pack went from 2 deep to 15 deep with runners backing up into the road. The ascent was 
very slow for those who did manage to make it up as the trail was dicey. Eventually only a small 
number of runners (I was not one) were able to continue as the trail apparently deteriorated and 
the balance of the pack had to run along the road to where the ‘mountain goats’ would exit. 
Again the pack regrouped as they looked for the correct trail. It was at this time that I saw 
Steve Lewis a runner from the distant past and there were hugs and greetings before we heard 
the on -on call down the muddy road (welcome back Steve, hope we see you regularly).  

Muddy was to become the operative word as we went from one muddy trail to the next. The 
pack was together for most part with the help of Pinny calling on-on down a false trail and some 
cheeky short cutters.  We eventually exited to the road again where there was a beer stop with 
the likes of ex HM Audrey just chilling like the beer.  After imbibing some much needed amber 
fluid we set off on part 2. 
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This next section took us into the river where we weaved in and out for most part. After a very 
good check the pack once again had regrouped in the river and when the final on-on was called 
we were like wildebeests on their annual migration with runners scrambling up the river bank 
wherever they could get a footing. The run was now well into the hour mark and we were 
heading away from home. At this point a seemingly distressed Doc asked “are we going to El 
Tucuche?” We were not, we were just on a bit@h of a long false trail. The front runners like Mark 
Lee Lum, Betty, fit chick in blue were now well at the back and again there was true ‘Trini’ 
hashing with runners making it down the ‘shoulder’ at whatever cost through whatever terrain 
passing those they deemed less fit just to get back to the front. We eventually encountered the 
back pack and subsequently the On-In back on the road. 

A very good hash, with excellent checks (even the bit@hy one and Pinny) that kept the pack 
together.The down downs were called and the HM stamped his authority on the proceedings with 
the dishing out of penalties to:- 

• Miche(poofter)– disrespect 
• Doon – no park for HM 
• Alisa & Kylie – determining hash run times 

Virgins:- Christina, Olivia, Melanie, Renaldo, Rasha, Michael, Grant, David, Dwayne, Cameron, 
Kevin, Angelica 
New Shoes: Dexter, Kevin Birthday: Susan Reece 
Poofter Nominees: Anthony Prescott, Pinny, Michelle Girod, Reina, Mumtaz 
Poofter: Michelle for constantly interrupting the HM 

 

Colin’s Conundrum 

Thanks to Doon and the hares for once again coming to the assistance of the hash by pulling out 
an excellent run. Las Cuevas has always provided itself as a site for some great runs and after 
hash limes. This was no exception. The beer flowed like true hash style. A wonderful mix of the 
regular faces with the new and ‘young-er’ ones. ….On On to 30 years of hashing with the 
POSHHH! 

Hareline 2014 

 
RUN# DATE INFO/ HARES SITE 

856 Feb 1 30th Committee - Anniv. Saturday Hash Samaan Park, Chaguaramas 

857 Feb 4 Paton/ Jamison - Official 30th Anniversary Run Carib’s Rugby Club, Zoo Rd., St. Anns 

858 Feb 15 Nico Kersting Site TBA 

859 Mar 1 Carnival Hash Run – Betty Agostini Site TBA 

860 Mar 15 Ronald McDonald Leilani Estate, Maracas Valley, St. Joseph 

861 Mar 29 Arthur/ Harold/ Papa Smurf - Big Bus Ride Hash Moruga 

 
����Sunday 2nd Feb 2014: Hangover Hash Run & Beach Lime 9AM Sharp!!– Maracas Beach. 

(Western End). Beer van. Beach Lime after run until 4PM. Bring the family/ friends, 
swimwear, beach chairs, snacks...etc. 

����Tuesday 4th Feb 2014 Run #857: 30th Anniversary Official Run 5:15PM [Live 1hr]. 

‘Hashers 1984 to present…Come on out!’ – Carib’s Rugby Club, Zoo Rd., St. Anns 
[$20 Zoo carpark or parking on Chancellor Rd., Prada St., Serpentine Rd.] 

Directions to the next Saturday Hash Run – Sat 15 Feb 2014, 3:30PM 

Site: TBA – Stay posted to email, Facebook and POSH3 Website 


